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Abstract—Email-based phishing is still a widespread problem, that affects many users worldwide. Although many
aspects of phishing have been extensively studied in the
past, they mainly focus on the execution and prevention of
different types of phishing and do not consider the process
how attackers collect the contact information of potential
victims. In this paper, we analyze the collection process
of email addresses in more detail. Based on the results of
this analysis, we propose email address separation as a way
for users to detect phishing emails, and reason about its
effectiveness against several typical types of phishing attacks.
We find, that email address separation has the potential to
greatly reduce the perceived authenticity of general phishing
emails, that target a large amount of users, e.g., by impersonating a popular service and spreading malware or links to
phishing websites. It is, however, not likely to prevent more
sophisticated phishing attacks, that do not depend on the
impersonation of a previously known organization or entity.
Our results motivate further studies to analyze the usability
and applicability of the proposed method, and to determine,
whether address separation has additional positive effects on
users’ phishing awareness or automated phishing detection.

1. Introduction
Phishing is still a serious problem for users worldwide [1], [2]. Whether it be used in mass phishing campaigns, that target many users in an automated fashion,
or as entry points into organizations and communities
in more sophisticated attacks, the phishing threat is still
present and evolving.
To better understand attacks and methodically evaluate defenses, the research community has created several
taxonomies and models that attempt to describe typical
phishing attacks. These focus on the modeling process
itself (e.g., [3]), or on overviews of attack types and
defenses (e.g., [4]–[6]). In the first step in these models,
attackers typically initiate wide-spread phishing attacks
by contacting their victims. What these models miss,
however, is the exact process of obtaining victims’ contact
information, e.g., their email addresses. In this paper, we
provide an overview on the email collection techniques
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available to phishers. We derive these methods from the
related problem of spam email, where the collection of
addresses is better studied than for phishing. Although
there are types of phishing attacks that do not use emails
(e.g., SMiShing, Vishing [7]), we focus on email as the
most prominent threat (96% of social attacks in data
breaches in 2018 were performed via email [2]) and leave
other types for future work.
Our analysis of the collection process indicates, that
attackers are unlikely to gain the email addresses used to
register at popular services. We therefore propose email
address separation, where users explicitly separate email
addresses they use to register at different legitimate services, thus preventing the leakage of an email address
to attackers from affecting their other accounts. To reason
about the expected effectiveness of address separation, we
analyze usage and attack scenarios, with a closer look at
email aliases, as they are typically easier to set up than
different email accounts.
We find, that email address separation has the potential
to greatly reduce the risk of general phishing attacks
that impersonate known senders. It is, however, unlikely
to offer much protection against some more advanced
attacks.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: The
next section presents related work on email address collection and alias addresses. Section 3 introduces several
techniques to achieve email address separation, and gives
an overview of the support of these techniques by popular
Email Service Providers (ESPs), as well as several typical
email address usage scenarios. Section 4 takes a closer
look at the email address collection process of attackers,
and analyzes email address separation under several attack
models. Finally, Section 5 presents a discussion on the
proposed methods, including general problems and open
questions.

2. Related Work
This work is concerned with the email address collection methods of malicious actors and the evaluation
of email address separation techniques, specifically email
aliases. These have been studied in different contexts before, which, in addition to an overview of existing methods
for phishing prevention, are presented in this section.
Phishing Prevention There are several technical approaches to phishing detection and prevention. Popular

methods include blacklists, which are integrated into most
modern browsers but often leave a window of opportunity
to attackers, as there is a delay between the creation
of a phishing website and its first occurrence in the
blacklist (e.g., [8]). To speed up the detection of unknown
websites, numerous heuristic based approaches have been
proposed, including approaches based on the body of a
website (e.g., [9]), based on URLs (e.g., [10]) or based
on emails (e.g., [11]). Though these systems are able
to detect previously unknown phishing websites, they
often suffer from higher false positive rates and are not
currently integrated into popular browsers. Other works
take a complementary approach and focus on stronger
authentication mechanisms that can prevent phishing, e.g.,
U2F [12]. Though U2F has been deployed by several large
websites, these methods are not yet widely available nor
accepted by a large number of users.
The method proposed in this work provides detection
capabilities that are orthogonal to existing approaches,
thus enabling them to be used in combination.
Spam and Phishing Email Collection: The email
collection process of spammers and other attackers has
been studied to some extent in the past. Kreibich et al. take
a closer look at the spam distribution process of the Storm
Botnet [13]. They observe, that the botnet uses emails
harvested from infected machines, as well as addresses
scraped from the internet (website scraping). Shue et al.
focus on website scraping, the effect of email address
obfuscation and the differences of posting addresses on
public and private websites [14]. Their findings indicate,
that simple email obfuscation can deter spammers from
using an address, and that addresses posted on public
websites are likely to be used in spam campaigns after a
short amount of time. In addition, they register accounts at
several services and track, which email addresses receive
spam messages. Here, none of the addresses used to
register at popular websites received spam, but some of the
addresses used for less popular websites did receive spam
messages in a period of five months. Prince et al. also
look at website scraping, and focus on the attributes and
behavior of email address harvesters [15]. They compare
fraud-based spam (e.g., Phishing) to typical product-based
spam and find, that fraud-based messages are more likely
to be sent shortly after an email address was harvested,
and that email addresses are only used for few campaigns (as observed over a period of approximately eight
months). They also find, that spammers and phishers both
use website scraping to collect email addresses, which
supports our assumption that the email collection techniques of spammers and phishers are similar. Polakis et
al. approach the problem from an attacker perspective,
and propose a method to use user names and nicknames
harvested from social networks to brute-force possible
email addresses [16]. The possible addresses are than fed
to a search engine, and the results are parsed to extract
email addresses. In this way, they are able to create a
large corpus of possible email addresses, that can even
be augmented with additional context information for
targeted phishing attacks.
As these results focus on the collection of email addresses, they are used as input to our analysis in Section 4.
Alias Email Addresses: There have been several
proposed email aliasing systems with different properties

and goals. Ng et al. propose an alias system that can
be used to trace email address leakage from different
services and prevent spam [17]. Aliases can be set up
via a central system, and users can retire an email address
once it starts to receive spam. To argue about the usability
of the system, they set up a prototype and offer it to
students, 80.9% (n = 68) of which decide to use the
system throughout the semester. In a second evaluation,
they register accounts at 157 websites and track over a
period of 15 days, which aliases receive messages from
websites that are not affiliated with the original website. They notice, that some of the services do leak the
email addresses to other providers, but also state so in
their privacy policies. Similar systems are also proposed
and analyzed by several other authors (e.g, [18], [19]).
Kawashima et al. propose an aliasing system, that can be
used to create and manage aliases to prevent spam and
other types of malicious messages [20]. A tracking code
encoded in the email address can be used to trace email
address leakage. This system is taken up by Bose et al. in
their phishing taxonomy, proposing to use it to trace the
source of address leakage and preserve the identity of the
end user [21]. They argue, that user effort to adopt such
a system would be low, but that current adoption rates
are low as well. They also identify the alias server as a
single point of failure, and argue that aliases only provide
limited protection against malware. They do not, however,
take a closer look at usage and threat scenarios. In this
work, we fill this gap by taking a detailed look at specific
scenarios and arguing about the possible effectiveness of
email aliases to not only trace address leakage but rather
to prevent phishing in the first place.

3. Email Address Separation
Email addresses can be created not only by setting
up new accounts, but also by extending existing accounts
via aliases. Different techniques have different advantages
and shortcomings, that we will discuss in the following.
The techniques will also be further assessed in the context of usage and attack scenarios in Sections 3.3 and 4
respectively. We generally envision the following scenario
for email address separation: A user Alice makes use
of a number of services, e.g., serviceA, serviceB.
She also creates a corresponding email address for each
service, e.g., address1 for serviceA, address2 for
serviceB. Suppose an attacker is able to compromise
serviceB or otherwise obtain address2. Now, if the
attacker were to use address2 in a phishing attack
impersonating serviceA, Alice would notice that the
address does not match the service. In this way, she would
be able to detect phishing attacks that do not use the
correct email address.

3.1. Creating Email Addresses
Email address separation can be achieved in several
ways. In this section, we present several approaches to
creating and managing different email addresses.
Different Email Accounts: The strongest type of
email address separation is creating several completely
different email accounts. This offers a high level of separation and a lot of freedom in choosing different addresses,

but requires a lot of overhead to manage. Though the
overhead can be reduced by using email clients that can
handle several accounts, the initial setup, where all accounts have to be created prior to subscribing to a service,
cannot easily be reduced. Users will also have to handle a
larger amount of accounts and credentials, which has the
potential of overwhelming casual users, who even have
problems creating unique passwords per account [22].
Full Alias: The next type of separation, called full
alias, describes email accounts that offer users to freely
choose alias email addresses in addition to their primary
email address. The created address does not have anything
in common with the original email address, but messages
sent to an alias are received by the primary account. This
has the advantage of completely separate addresses, while
reducing the setup time and management overhead of
using different accounts. However, there are also some
inherent disadvantages to using aliases, as they offer
less security once the primary account is compromised,
which leaks all associated aliases and messages, and are
restricted to addresses from one email service provider.
Tag-Based Alias: This type of address describes
aliases, that can be created by appending a tag to the original email address. Examples include the “+”-tag based
aliases used by Gmail, that allow users to add tags to their
email address that will be routed to their original email
account. The main difference to the full alias is, that the
primary address can be deduced from any alias. It might
also be possible, depending on the tagging scheme used,
to infer the tag that was used for additional services from
knowledge of the alias used for one service. An advantage
of the tag-based approach is that tags do not have to be set
up prior to registration at a new service, as all tags will
be routed to the original address. This greatly reduces
the setup and usage overhead of the previous methods.
A disadvantage of the tag-based approach we observed
by manual testing is that some service providers do not
allow the use of the plus sign and other special characters
in email addresses during account creation.
Others: There are several other possible approaches
for users to separate their email addresses. A popular
alternative, that is typically used to create accounts of
low value are “throw-away” or one-time email addresses.
These email addresses are often short-lived, and messages
sent to them public, making them unsuitable for sensitive
accounts [23]. Still, throw-away addresses are a possible
way of extending existing separation types with an easyto-setup alternative for low-value accounts. Another separation technique, that has been studied in the context of
spam prevention, is the use of dedicated alias services (see
Section 2). Here, users can sign up to the alias service with
an existing email address and create aliases that are to be
forwarded to this existing address. We will not discuss
this latter type of alias separately, as it is just a flavor of
the full alias type.

3.2. Alias capabilities of popular providers
To evaluate the feasibility of different email separation
techniques, we looked at four popular email providers
(Gmail [24], iCloud [25], Outlook [26] and Yahoo [27]).
We determined which types of aliases these providers
support by either creating an account directly and trying

TABLE 1. A LIAS TYPES OFFERED BY POPULAR EMAIL PROVIDERS .
Provider

Full Alias

Tag Alias

Filtering

Gmail
yes
yes
iCloud
3
yes
Outlook
9
yes
Yahoo
1a
yes
Numbers indicate restrictions on the possible amount
addition to the original address.
a Plus 10 send-only and 500 throwaway addresses.

Purpose
Sorting
Conceal+Monitor
Conceal+Prevent
Conceal
of aliases in

to create aliases, or referring to the online documentation of the service. The results (presented in Table 1)
show that most of the large email providers offer some
type of aliasing, though full aliases are usually restricted
in number. This indicates, that the full alias separation
approach is likely to still require several email accounts
to separate a large number of services. Only one of the
evaluated providers seems to currently offer a tag-based
alias approach, making this approach harder to apply for
users of other providers. The “Filtering” column indicates,
whether the provider offers automatic filtering based on
the offered alias technique in their web clients. Automated
filtering can be used to visually separate emails in the
inbox, easing the management effort for users. The last
column indicates the stated purpose of aliases as advertised by the provider. It can be seen, that the purpose
of full aliases is given as concealing the primary address
for all providers in our list. One provider even explicitly
states preventing the primary address from getting into the
“hands of hackers” as a possible reason for using aliases.
Apart from concealing the primary address, providers
mention sorting and monitoring the usage of a specific
email address as reasons to use aliases.

3.3. Usage Scenarios
In addition to the different methods of creating email
addresses, there are also several approaches to applying
these addresses to enforce address separation. We analyze
address usage from two different perspectives: The granularity of separation and the purpose of the address.
3.3.1. Address Separation Types. The granularity of the
address separation affects the creation and maintenance
overhead of the presented methods. In the following, we
differentiate complete separation from security domains,
where some services are grouped under a shared address.
Complete separation: Here, users choose a different
email address for every service they use. This results in
a large overhead when using different email accounts, as
the accounts have to be created before registration can be
completed. The full alias method creates less overhead, but
still requires the creation of a new alias before registration.
In fact, a full alias setup likely requires several accounts
as well, due to the restriction on the allowed number of
full aliases illustrated in Table 1.
This method has the highest degree of separation
among the methods discussed in this section, but is also
the most complicated to set up and maintain. The exception are tag based aliases, as registration at a service can be
completed with a fresh tag, and the tag-handling process
of the new address added retroactively.

Security Domains: This scenario imitates commonly
used separation techniques (e.g., [28]) and requires users
to define different security levels (or security domains),
followed by the creation of one email address per domain.
Many users already have several email addresses, and
might already use them in a similar fashion. This technique reduces the setup cost of the complete separation
method, but also reduces the granularity of control as
compared to the previously mentioned method. However,
it has been shown, that reputable services are less likely
to leak email addresses to spammers [14]. As such, it
might be reasonable to assume that this is also the case for
phishing, and that high-security addresses are less likely
to be known to attackers. The granularity of the security
levels can be decided during the initial setup, and extended
at any time by adding more email addresses.

accounts, which enables the detection of impersonation
of senders associated with the private addresses.

3.3.2. Email Address Purposes. In addition to the separation types, we also define three different categories
of purposes for email addresses, that describe the message flow between sender and recipient. If applicable,
we present examples how they are used in private and
business contexts.
Subscription: Used for most online services, this category describes a one-way communication from service to
user. The email address is only used to receive information
(e.g., verification requests, information, confirmations),
never by the user to initiate contact. This category is
well suited for email address separation, as services can
be cleanly separated and handled without overlap. It is
commonly used in both private and business settings (e.g.,
account at payment service or social media).
Closed-World Communication: This category describes a situation, where the user discloses an email
address to a selected group of people. Examples include
sharing an email address with friends and family in a
private setting, or with a particular customer in a business
setting, and does not exclude receiving messages from
potentially unknown senders. Though complete separation is still possible in this setting, e.g., when the user
only communicates over a single channel with a single
entity, problems arise in more complex situations. Email
forwarding, multiple receivers and CCs make using email
separation while communicating with a group of entities,
that also communicate among themselves, much more
complicated. Though complete separation of groups of
receivers might still be possible, the security-domains
approach to address separation might also be an acceptable
compromise. As long as the given address is only used for
communication within the group, the user would be able
to identify impersonation of entities that are not part of the
group, which also includes impersonation of subscription
services as described above.
Open-World Communication: In this category, email
addresses are openly shared with the general public. This
type of purpose is often seen in a business context, where
organizations publish addresses, e.g., as contact information for potential customers. These accounts are expected
to receive emails from unknown senders, opening up the
possibility for attacks that are not based on impersonation
of known senders. It is, however, still possible to separate these public accounts from any number of private

4.1. Email Address Collection

4. Attack Models
This section presents several common email phishing
attacks and assesses the effectiveness of email separation
as mitigation strategy. We begin with an overview of the
email address collection methods used in spamming, and
transfer them to phishing, before analyzing a number of
attacks in Section 4.2. Note that we do not include the
compromise of an ESP in our attack model, as this would
leak all information associated with all email addresses at
this ESP. The only way in which email address separation
could somewhat mitigate this threat is spreading email
accounts across several ESPs.

In the following, we provide an overview of common spammers’ techniques and transfer them to common
phishing attacks. The categories presented here are based
on a literature review of related work (see Section 2),
as well as several explicit cases of phishing attacks. It
should be noted that it is likely that attackers will use
several types of collection methods, or even buy an existing collection. Though we aim to offer a broad variety
of techniques that covers as many collection methods
as possible, attackers might be able to acquire victim
information in other ways.
Website Scraping: This is a well studied technique,
where attackers crawl the Internet and look for email
addresses [14], [15]. In other words, they are able to
obtain (possibly obfuscated) email addresses as long as
they are publicly posted on the Internet. Users, who do
not disclose their email addresses on the Internet would
therefore be safe from this type of collection strategy. The
separation techniques proposed in Section 3 can all be
used to create an address that can be publicly posted and
is not associated with any other service. Thus, they can
be used to prevent attackers from gaining information on
addresses that are associated with other services, except
for tag-based separation, which would leak the original
email address. Still, if unique and unguessable tags are
used for other important services, these addresses will not
be accessible to attackers.
Data Leaks: After large data leaks, the email addresses of leaked accounts are often available to buyers on
blackmarket forums [29], which also makes them available
to phishers. There are several ways how the address could
be leaked, including data breaches, being sold (e.g., to
advertisers), or accidental leakage (e.g., through public
mailing lists, abuse of recovery mechanisms, etc). Assuming, that reputable targets are less likely to leak data [14],
we conclude that email separation has the potential to
mitigate this attack, as only low security addresses become
available to attackers, who are unable to gain the highersecurity addresses that would be necessary to launch
successful attacks. In the complete separation model, even
the compromise of one or more high-security service does
not affect any accounts on other high-security services.
This is not the case for the security-domain approach, as

successfully attacking one service will influence any other
service sharing the same security domain.
Unfortunately, this type of collection is less well studied than the previous method, likely because it would
require inserting addresses into datasets that are going to
be leaked, which is hard to predict.
Dictionary Attacks: Attackers are able to create
dictionaries of known names and words, and combine
them to create a large list of possible email addresses,
that can then be used in spam or phishing campaigns.
Typical examples of easily guessable addresses are of
the form firstname.lastname@company. This can,
for example, be circumvented by choosing hard-to-guess
email addresses. Therefore, all types of email separation
would protect against this collection strategy, providing
the created addresses are hard to guess for attackers.
Malware: Attackers can extract contact information
like email addresses via malware. Some strains of malware
have been known to harvest accessible email addresses
and even email threads from infected machines, leaking
not only personal accounts, but also the addresses of all
contacts like friends, business partners or customers [30].
The extracted information can then be used immediately,
to propagate the malware, or it can be used in subsequent
attacks. This collection method is more complicated to
mitigate, as it abuses the closed-world communication
model (see Section 3.3). If the account information of an
infected user is abused to send phishing emails, address
separation does not help the receiving party in detecting
malicious messages. As such, even though email separation might still protect against following phishing campaigns, once malware is able to infect the local machine
and access email account information, all addresses should
be considered compromised.

4.2. Attacks
For this section, we review common phishing attacks,
and assess the expected detection effectiveness of email
address separation. We begin with general phishing and
continue with a number of selected attacks that exemplify
situations where address separation is less effective.
4.2.1. General Phishing. General Phishing, in the context
of this work, describes phishing where the attacker is
not aware of the specific recipients of the “bait”. Though
attacks might be targeted, they are also automated, and the
attacker does not interact with the victims directly. This
category includes the most basic type of phishing, where
attackers send messages to a large amount of possible victims (e.g. via email) to make them enter their credentials
on a fake website or open a malicious attachment. The
attacks are based on impersonation, either of a known
public entity (e.g., popular banking service, online shop,
company) or an unknown entity (e.g., copyright lawyer).
Taking into account the email collection methods available
to attackers, it is unlikely that attackers are able to obtain
the addresses of services with high reputation. As long as
users are able to separate the impersonated entity using
address separation, they can thus protect themselves from
such attacks, as the addresses obtained by an attacker are
not associated with the impersonated target. As such, address separation has the potential to prevent phishing that

impersonates a target that the user already interacted with,
which particularly includes subscription based services.
4.2.2. Selected Attacks. Here, we look at several specific phishing techniques to assess, whether email address
separation can be used to mitigate the threat.
Public Addresses: Attackers can use official and
public email addresses to initially contact their victim.
There are several types of attacks that can follow this
pattern, including attacks where attackers, pretending to
be interested in job offers, send malware infected files to
human resources divisions [31]. As the email addresses
used in these attacks are public and expected to receive
messages from unknown senders, it is unlikely that address separation would have an impact on attacks that do
not rely on impersonation of a known sender.
Impersonation of ESPs: One part of an email address
that cannot be hidden is the domain of the ESP. As such,
any email address, once obtained, can be used in phishing
attacks impersonating the email provider [5]. This can be
somewhat mitigated by using full aliases, as it stands to
reason that the ESP will use the main address to send
information. Tag-based approaches and complete account
separation, on the other hand, do not offer such protection
and are therefore vulnerable to this kind of phishing.
Victim-Initiated Contact: In this type of phishing,
attackers set up a website or profile and wait for users
to initiate contact (e.g., typosquatting [32], seemingly
benign services). Since contact is initiated by the victim,
who actively chooses to share a specific email address,
email separation does not directly help in this situation.
Harvesting the email address to use in a different attack is,
however, unlikely to work, as long as the targeted service
is associated with a different email address.
To summarize, we found that there are several attacks
against which address separation has the potential to
defend. Especially the separation of subscription based
services has the potential to reduce the risk of general
phishing. Furthermore, there exist trade-offs of security
and usability for full separation and security domains, as
full separation can potentially protect against data leakage,
even of services with high reputation. We observe a similar
trade-off for different address creation types: creating
different email accounts can even mitigate the compromise
of an ESP, full aliases offer a balance between security
and usability but might require additional accounts for
large number of services, and tag-based systems require
the least overhead to set up but may leak information to
attackers that are able to obtain any one address.

5. Discussion
In the previous section, we found that it seems to
be possible to reduce the risk of general phishing by
using email separation techniques for subscription-based
services. This is due to the fact, that attackers are less
likely to obtain information about possible victims directly
from the source (i.e., the services a user registers at).
Instead, attackers rely on third party collections, which
enables the use of email separation to effectively prevent
mass phishing, as emails will not reach the correct address.

There are, however, additional problems and open
questions associated with email separation, which we will
discuss in this section.

5.1. Email Address Leakage
Email addresses are not usually supposed to be kept
secret. In some cases, it might be necessary to share the
email address if a service is to be used effectively. Also,
organizations might not consider emails as sensitive as,
e.g., banking information or passwords. Some websites
offer account recovery mechanisms via email, that could
leak (parts of) the email address associated with the
account to active attackers.
This leads to an inherent problem of the proposed
method: Once an email is leaked, it becomes necessary
to contain the damage. Non-technical users, that do have
problems recognizing phishing email, might put too much
trust into the separation system, and actually end up more
susceptible to phishing mail once the email address leaks.
On the other hand, if only one address is leaked, this still
prevents attackers from moving to other services a user
might use, and users are still able to change the address
or alias if a data leak becomes known. Additionally,
address separation can be used in a layered approach,
where the user is assisted by automated tools for phishing
detection, that profit from the context information gained
from separation of services, which puts a restriction on
the expected benign emails.

5.2. General applicability
Assuming that the proposed method is effective, there
are still some situations where email address separation
is not applicable. For example, many organizations (e.g.,
universities) do not let users choose their addresses. This
makes it possible to use dictionary attacks against their
users, even including targeted information, like the name
of the organization and user. In addition, address separation is applicable only to email in its current form. Attackers might shift to social media, SMiShing, Vishing or
similar, where accounts might be much harder to separate.

5.3. Usability
To make email address separation commonly usable,
we argue that some usability requirements should be
addressed. First, the creation process of different email
addresses (accounts or aliases) should be as easy as
possible to reduce the overhead of using address separation in the first place. This could be solved locally
(e.g. by offering tools to generate fresh email accounts
and aliases on a user’s device) or supported by ESPs.
The separation should also be supported by email clients,
making it possible to sort and label emails according to
different aliases or services. We could also imagine a tool
that behaves like an (integrated) password manager, that
can be used to comfortably generate and manage large
numbers of email addresses. It might even be possible
to add automated phishing email detection capabilities
to the user’s inbox, that can benefit from the context
information given by separate email addresses. Lastly,

changing an email address after data leakage should be
possible and convenient. Users should be able to change
their addresses once they are informed that the associated
email address was leaked, to prevent attackers from using
it in subsequent attacks. We plan to investigate the general
user experience of address separation with a prototype
implementation in the future.

5.4. Awareness
Lastly, a possible benefit of email separation is user
awareness. It stands to reason, that users are more aware
of the use of their email addresses if they actively think
about separating them. This might increase their suspicion
towards unknown senders in general, especially if they
receive emails on an unexpected address. Consequently,
this awareness might, for example, have an effect on
phishing that uses an authority like the local police or a
lawyer to attack users, as they might question how such an
authority would have access to a particular email address.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we analyze email account separation as a
possible approach to prevent phishing. Attackers are rarely
able to obtain their victims’ email addresses directly from
the service they are trying to impersonate, which makes it
possible for users to recognize phishing by using separate
email addresses for different services. We define several
address separation usage scenarios, and argue about their
usability and effectiveness. We present attack models,
and find that address separation is most effective in the
case of general phishing. For more advanced types of
phishing, email separation might reduce the risk of followup attacks, but is likely far less effective than in the general
case. We additionally discuss several problems that might
arise when using address separation in a real-world setting.
For future work, we intend to create a prototype
implementation of an email account management tool, that
can be used to evaluate the real-world applicability of the
proposed address separation method, whether a positive
effect in user awareness can be observed, and whether the
additional context information given by address separation
can be used to improve automated detection of phishing
emails.
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